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This ebook uses a flash card system to teach new and renewing drivers what they need to

know in order to pass the CDL as well as be better drivers. Consider becoming listeners to so

you can use this to study while driving or at home. The book was suggested by a long distance

driver, Nathan Huckaby, who needed an audio book to help him refresh his memory for his

latest renewal test. The tracks listed here describe the contents of this eBook and audio book,

including bonus features relating to equipment to carry, extra definitions, and common sense

rules. The eBook audio book was created by a CDL holder who found his license invaluable to

get jobs, pitch in as a backup driver at his companies, and make traffic cops like him better

when stopped.
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AuthorCDL FlashcardsIntroductionThere are 3 basic rules to pass a test, including the CDL:1.

Stay relaxed,2. Put your best foot forward,3. Practice in advance.Practice is putting your best

foot forward and will give you the confidence to relax. So start here practicing with the flash

cards to successfully pass your CDL test.Remember that your first thought about an answer is

usually your best choice.1. General Knowledge1.01 Q. When driving at highway speeds, you

should look 12 to 15 seconds ahead which is:A. Approximately a quarter of a mile (15 seconds

at 60 MPH).1.02 Q. True or false. When accelerating you should speed up smoothly, gradually,

and avoid jerking.A. True.1.03 Q. An engine retarder is designed to:A. Slow the vehicle down

without using the brakes.1.04 Q. The definition of a commercial motor vehicle is:A. A vehicle

with a gross weight of over 26,001 pounds, a vehicle transporting any hazardous materials, or

a vehicle transporting 16 or more people.Note: This means you need a CDL to drive a vehicle

under these circumstances.1.05 Q. When should tires be replaced?A. When any tread

separates, there are any broken valve stems, or if the tread depth on your front tires is less

than 1/8th inch deep.1.06 Q. Why should the exhaust system be checked?A. A leaking exhaust

can allow poisonous fumes into the vehicle cab.1.07 Q. True or false. Some objects may

appear smaller than they are in your mirrors.A. True.Note: This causes the road hazard of

people cutting in too soon after they pass.1.08 Q. When backing up your tractor trailer you

should try to avoid:A. Backing towards the right, or passenger, side of your vehicle.1.09 Q.

What is the proper way to hold your hands on the steering wheel?A. One hand on each side of

the steering wheel.1.10 Q. If you are convicted of a traffic violation you must notify your

employer within how many days?A. 30.1.11 Q. Is there a different reporting requirement if the

traffic violation occurred in your employer's vehicle; any other commercial vehicle; or a

personal, borrowed, or rented vehicle?A. No.1.12 Q. Before you will be able to shift gears

smoothly you must:A. Understand the best RPM range for your vehicle.1.13 Q. What are the

suspension systems intended to do?A. Keep the axles in place.1.14 Q. When making a left

hand turn you must always:A. Wait until you reach the center of the intersection before you

start your turn.1.15 Q. Where should you place warning devices if you must stop on the

shoulder of a road?A. Within 10 feet of the front and rear corners, another 100 feet behind your

vehicle, and another 100 feet in front of your vehicle. This means you need 6 warning devices

at a minimum.1.16 Q. True or false. The weight of the cargo changes a truck's height.A.

True.Note: The weight reduces the height. Empty trucks ride higher and have more risk of

getting stuck in low overpasses as a result. Beware of this potential problem.1.17 Q. When is

the road likely to be most slippery?A. After it has been raining lightly for 30 minutes.1.18 Q.

When driving in heavy traffic you should travel:A. At a speed consistent with other traffic.1.19

Q. At 55 MPH it takes about 6 seconds to stop a fully loaded truck. The braking distance is:A.

100 yards or slightly more, the length of a football field or slightly more.1.20 Q. When making a

right hand turn you must always:A. Keep the rear of your vehicle close to the curb.1.21 Q. True

of false. Brakes, tires, springs, and shocks are designed to work best when the truck (trailer) is

empty:A. False.1.22 Q. If you find that you are being tailgated you should:A. Increase the

distance between you and the tailgater.1.23 Q. Hydroplaning can occur when you drive through



water or slush. If you experience hydroplaning you should:A. Release the accelerator and push

in the clutch.
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